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Inter-institutional1 agreement 20 t5,2L2
between programme countries

I Minimum requirements]3

The institutions named below agree to cooperate for the exchange of students and/or staff in the context
of the Erasmus+ programme. They commit to respect the quality requirements of the Erasmus Charter

for Higher Education in all aspects related to the organisation and management of the mobility, in

particularthe recognition of the credits awarded to students by the partner institution.

1 lnter-institutional agreements can be signed by two or more higher educati'on lnstitutions

' Highe, Education lnstitutions have to agree on the period of validity of this agreement

' clauses may be added t6 this template agreement to better reflect the nature of the institutional partnership.
4 Contact details to reach the senior officer in charge of this agreement and of its possible updates.



B. Mobility numberss per academic year

[Paragraph to be added, if the agreement is signed for more than one academic year:

The partners commit to amend the table below in case of changes in the mobility data by no later than the end of
January in the preceding academic year.]

[*optional: subject area code & name and study cycle are optional. Inter-institutional agreements are not compulsory for
5tudent Mobility for Traineeships or Staff Mobility for Training. In'titutions may agree to cooperate on the organisation of
traineeship; in this case they should indicate the number of students that they intend to send to the partner country, Total
duration in months/days of the student/staff mobility periods or average duration can be indicated if relevant,]

C. Recommended language skllls
The sending institution, following agreement with the receiving institution, is responsible for providing support to
its nominated candidates so that they can have the recommended language skills at the start of the study or
teaching period:

For more details on the language of instruction recommendations, see the course catalogue of each institution
[Links provided on the first page].

D. Additional requlrements

Additional RequirÖments at Kocaeli lJniversity - It's compulsory for alt incoming students to attend the
orientation meeting held by International Relations Unit, Kocaeli University.

E. Calendar

1, Applications/information on nominated students must reach the receiving institution by:

' Mobility numbers can be given per sending/receiving institutio ns ond per educotion field (optional*:

httD://www.uis,Unesco,ora/Educotion/Paaes/internationol-standord-clossificotion-of-educotion.osox)

End of June



[* to be adapted in case of a trimester system]

2. The receiving institution will send its decision within 8 weeks.

3. Academic Calendar

4. A Transcript of Records will be issued by the receiving institution no later than five weeks after the
assessment period has finished at the receiving HEI.

5. Termination of the agreement: Each paıty reserves the right to extend, amend or terminate the inter-
institutional agreement on the basis of reciprocity, In the event of unilateral termination of the agreement,
either party should inform the other party in writin9 about its decision to discontinue the exchanges with a

notice of at least one academic year, provided that such termination shal| not affect the students nominated
prior to the date of notification. Neither the European Commission nor the National Agencies can be held
responsible in case of a conflict.

F. Information

t. Gradino svstems of the institutions

Grading system of Kocaeli lJniversity: At Kocaeli University, one full academic year includes two terms
with an ECTS credit of 30 for each. Each course is graded in numbers from 0,00 to 4,00 and these grades are
equivalent in ECTS grade and level as follows: 0,00-0,50: Fail (F),0,50-1,50: Conditional Pass (FX), 1,50-2,00:
Sufficient (E),2,00-2,50: Satisfactory (D),2,50-3,00: Good (C),3,00-3,50: Very Good (B),3,50-4,00: Excellent
(A)"

The ECTS Credits and Grade Transformation Chart for incoming undergraduate/master's/doctorate students
is available at the relevant tab of the following link: htto://ogr.kocaelL.edu.Ir/KOUBS/aktş/index.cfm?Dilid=1

Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski (BG SOFIA06)

SEPTEMBER - FEBRUARY

(1) Course unit code: Refer to the ECTS information package

2) Duration of course unit
= 1 full academic year 15 = 1 semester 2S = 2 semesters

1T= 1term/trimester 2T =2 terms/trimesters

3) Description of the institutional grading system:
= Excellent - outstanding performance

5 = very good - above the average standard but with some errors
4 = Good - generally sound work with notable errors
3 = satisfactory - fair but with significant shortcomings
2 = Fail - considerable further work is required

(4) ECTS grading scale:
A = Excellent - outstanding performance with only minor errors
B = very good - above the average standard but with some errors
c = Good - generally sound work with a number of notable errors
D = satisfactory - fair but with significant shortcomings
E = sufficient - performance meets the minimum criteria

= Fail - some more work required before the credit can be awarded
= Fail - considerable further work is required

5) ECTS credits:
1 full academic year = 60 credits 1 semester = 30 credits 1 term/trimester = 20 credits



2. Visa

The sending and receiving institutions will provide assistance, when required, in securing visas for incoming
and outbound mobile participants, accordin9 to the requirements of the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education.

Information and assistance can be provided by the following contact points and information sources:

3. Insurance

The sending and receiving institutions will provide assistance in obtaining insurance for incoming and
outbound mobile participants, according to the requirements of the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education.

The receiving institution wilI inform mobile participants of cases in which insurance cover is not
automatically provided. Information and assistance can be provided by the following contact points and information
sources:

4. Housino

The receiving institution will guide incoming mobile participants in finding accommodation, according to the
requirements of the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education.

Information and assistance can be provided by the following persons and information sources:

htto : //i nt. koca el i, ed u. trli nt/stu dentexch a n o e. o h o?Vi sa =
Residence

International Relations unit
Phone: +90(262) 303 13 24

BG soFIA 06
InternationaI Relatlons Depaıtment
Tel: (+ 359 2) 9308 700

https: //www. un!-
sofia.bo/index. ohp/eno/the university/internationalrelat

International Relations unit
Phone: +90(262) 303 13 24

https://www, uni-
sofia.bq/index.php/eno/the universitv/international relBG soFIA 06

International Relations Department
Tel: (+ 359 2) 9308 700

International Relations unit
Phone: +90(262) 303 13 24
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BG soFIA 06 ,International Relations Department
Tel: (+ 359 2) 9308 700

httqs://www. gni-
sofia. bo/index. oho/eng/the university/internatipnal



G. SIGNATURES OF THE INSTITUTIONS (legal representatives)

TR KoCAELIo2 Prof. Dr. SerdalPamuk

Erasmus In.stitutional coordi nator
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BG soFIA06 Prof. Ivan Ilchev

Institutional coordinator

Rector
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5_- scanned signatures are accepted


